Handcrafted in L.A. and styled in themes from the elements of the earth, water and universe, each piece is hand-made to order from real sterling, Bali, Thai or Turkish silver, semi-precious stones, Swarovski brand crystals and freshwater pearls...

Summer / Fall 2016
16-in Cordette Chain Necklace
Sterling silver cordette chains with sterling, Bali, Thai or Turkish silver charm or pendant. Finished with a sterling heart lobster clasp.

UNIVERSE
WATER
EARTH

16 & 20-in Chain Necklace / Doubles
Choose from charms or pendants for any double necklace styles.
Lariat Necklace

Lariat-style 34-in sterling silver cordette chains. Choose from charms or pendants on page 2-3

Many more options available

Three Charm Clusters

Themed charm clusters can be used on your choice of:
- 30-in sterling cordette chain necklace
- Sterling Charm Bracelets (wire or chain)

Option shown with W-C4 Charm Cluster

Charm Cluster Options

34-in Star Pendant Necklace

Bali silver Openwork Star Pendant
Chain necklaces circled with silver charms

30-in sterling silver chain necklace encircled with 16 Sterling, Bali, Thai or Turkish charms or pendants

Necklaces linked with silver pendants

Sterling silver chain linked with six silver pendants resulting in these four options (sizes vary)

Necklaces circled with silver beads

30-in sterling silver cordette chain necklaces circled with nine Bali or Turkish silver beads (two options)

Necklaces circled with Semi-Precious Beads

30-in sterling silver cordette chain necklace with nine semi-precious beads available in: Rose Quartz, Dyed Red Coral, Black Agate

18-in Semi-Precious bead necklace

Semi-precious beaded necklace accented with Turkish silver beads with expandable silver clasp available in: Rose Quartz, Dyed Red Coral, Black Agate

Hill Tribe pendant necklace/bracelet

34-in semi-precious (black agate or turquoise) necklace or bracelet with large Hill Tribe pendant
Pearl and Silver Collection

Pearl Necklaces
Freshwater pearls and Swarovski crystal pearls with styled silver clasps

B-N34FWP
Freshwater Pearls
34-in w/ sterling flower clasp

B-N18WPZM
Freshwater Pearls (side drill)
18-in w/ sterling clam clasp

B-N34SCPBB
Swarovski Crystal Pearls + Bali Beads, 34-in w/ sterling flower clasp

B-N16FWPZL
Freshwater Pearls (side drill)
16-in w/ sterling leaf clasp

B-NSNGSCPTIE
Swarovski Crystal Pearls double w/ Organza tie

B-N16FWPZL
Freshwater Pearls (side drill)
16-in w/ sterling leaf clasp

B-N34SCPBB
Swarovski Crystal Pearls + Bali Beads, 34-in w/ sterling flower clasp

B-N16FWPZM
Freshwater Pearls (side drill)
18-in w/ sterling clam clasp

B-N16SCPSS
16-in Swarovski Crystal Pearls and sterling silver chain

B-N16-SCPSS
16-in Swarovski Crystal Pearls and sterling silver chain

B-N16-SCPCSS
16-in Swarovski Crystals + Pearls and sterling silver chain

B-N16-SCPCSS
16-in Swarovski Crystals + Pearls and sterling silver chain

B-N16SCP-ZL
Swarovski Crystal Pearls on 16-in sterling cordette chain

Wedding Bracelets
Freshwater pearl and Swarovski crystal pearls with styled silver clasps

B-BFWPZL
Freshwater Pearls (side drill)
w/ sterling silver leaf clasp

B-BSCPBB
Swarovski Crystal Pearls w/ Bali beads + flower clasp

B-BFWPZM
Freshwater pearls (side drill)
w/ sterling clam clasp

B-BSCP-ZL
Swarovski Crystals (side drill)
w/ sterling clam clasp

Satin Bag
w/ custom embroidery
Pearl Earring Collection

Freshwater pearls and Swarovski crystal pearls on sterling earwires

- B-EFWS1: Freshwater Pearl Cascades
- B-EFWSL: Large Freshwater Pearl Drops
- B-EFSPL: Swarovski Crystal Pearls
- B-EFSBC: Freshwater Pearls on Bali Silver
- B-EFSBCD: Freshwater Pearl Drops
- B-EFSS: Swarovski Crystal Pearls
- B-EFSSH: Sterling Hoops w/ Freshwater Pearl (medium shown)
- B-ESC1: Swarovski Crystals
- B-ESC2: Swarovski Crystal Pearls
- B-ESC3: Swarovski Crystal Pearls
- B-ESC4: Swarovski Crystal Pearls

Angela Starr Designs Pearl and Silver Collection
Silver Earrings
Sterling, Bali, Thai or Turkish silver charms and pendants on Sterling earwires

- U-EFH Filigree Heart
- U-EPH Puffy Heart
- U-ETSL Large Thai Swirl
- U-E2LOOP Double Loop
- U-EHC Hammered Cross
- U-ELO Lotus Pendant
- U-EUP Universe Pendant
- W-ESF Starfish
- W-ESE Seashell
- E-ECH-DS Dragon Scale Wing
- E-ELRB Hammered Bali Bead
- E-EDF Dragonfly
- E-EMC Clamshell
- E-ECB Cowboy Boot
- E-EBL Wavy Leaf/Water Drop
- E-ELWD Large Openwork Leaf
- E-EWLD Wavy Leaf/Water Drop
- E-ESF Starfish
Sterling Silver refers to items that contain at least 92.5 percent of pure silver and 7.5 percent of copper or other metal alloy; hence sterling silver is generally stamped with the number 925. Sterling will "patina" in time and require regular polishing.

Bali Silver refers to exquisitely detailed beads that are handmade in Bali, Indonesia. The silver content of Bali beads is 92.5 percent.

Turkish Silver distinguishes itself not in design, but in the composition of the silver alloy being used. Turkish silver makes use of a silver and cadmium alloy. Cadmium is lighter than copper and is slightly more tarnish resistant.

Thai & Hill Tribe Silver comes from the remote mountains of Thailand using centuries-old traditional methods. Hill Tribe silver contains a higher percentage of silver than sterling (95- to 99-percent purity) that makes it much softer and brighter, but slower to tarnish. Since each bead is created individually by hand, there will be slight variances in size and shape from one bead to another.

Agate is the name given to a wide selection of Chalcedony, a form of microcrystalline quartz, which is usually characterized by its brightness, fineness of grain and many different colors. Agate is the oldest stone in recorded history and has been used in jewelry since biblical Babylonian times.

Rose Quartz, dubbed the "blushing" gemstone, is one of the most desirable varieties of quartz. The unique pink-to-rose-red color is caused by iron and titanium impurities in the natural stone.

Coral is among the most ancient of gemstones. It is not actually a stone, but rather the tiny calcified structures of once living marine animals whose habitat resembles tree branches. Coral ranges in color from white to red (is often dyed) and is found in seabeds ranging from 20 to 1,000 feet in depth.

Turquoise is found in only a few places on earth; dry and barren regions where acidic, copper-rich groundwater seeps downward and reacts with minerals that contain phosphorus and aluminum. The result of this sedimentary process is a porous, semi-translucent to opaque compound of hydrated copper and aluminum phosphate.

Terms + Conditions

- Show Special - $300 order receives free shipping!
- No minimum order
- All major credit cards are accepted

Angela Starr Designs jewelry is handmade; please treat delicately! Slight variations may occur, as all components are made with natural silvers, semi-precious stones and/or freshwater pearls.

We ship USPS Priority Mail (insurance included) - or - UPS if you prefer. We charge according to carrier at time of shipment.

Orders ship within approximately 2-4 weeks.

Returns accepted up to 30 days and are expected in original condition. Returned goods must be accompanied by customer name, invoice number and date. Merchandise must be packed in a box, or jewelry box sent in a heavily padded mailer; we do not accept goods damaged in return shipping. Customer is responsible for return shipping charges.

Return Address: Angela Starr Designs
770 S. Grand Ave #5171
Los Angeles, CA 90017

Contact Us: 213.300.3418 (main)
213.628.3014 (fax)
info@AngelaStarrDesigns.com
About The Artist

A native of Los Angeles and definitive urban girl. I thrive on the energy of the city life. And yet, I crave the peaceful.

My years living in Arizona gave me an appreciation for the elegance of nature. The regal beauty of the Saguaro Cactus, the countless stars in the sky and the sudden excitement of an electrical storm!

This natural splendor inspires me to include natural silvers, semi-precious gemstones and freshwater pearls in my designs.

I hope you will take a moment to enjoy my simple and elegant jewelry.

You... simply elegant.

Angela Starr